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Abstract. The Semantic Web uses ontologies to associate meaning to
Web content so machines can process it. One inherent problem to this
approach is that, as its popularity increases, there is an ever grow-
ing number of ontologies available to be used, leading to diﬃculties in
choosing appropriate ones. With that in mind, we created a system that
allows users to evaluate ontologies/rules. It is composed by the Metadata
description For Ontologies/Rules (MetaFOR), an ontology in OWL, and
a tool to convert any OWL ontology to MetaFOR. With the MetaFOR
version of an ontology, it is possible to use SWRL rules to identify anoma-
lies in it. These can be problems already documented in the literature or
user deﬁned ones. SWRL is familiar to users, so it is easier to deﬁne new
project speciﬁc anomalies. We present a case study where the system
detects 9 problems, from the literature, and two user deﬁned ones.
Keywords: Semantic web · Swrl rules · Detect problems · Detect
anomalies · Evaluate ontologies
1 Introduction
The Semantic Web is a technology that explores the association of meaning to
content present on the Web, so it can be processed by machines. To enable such
processing, it is necessary to have a structured collection of information (ontolo-
gies) and an inference rule set [2]. In addition, for the development of practical
semantic applications, ontologies may use rules to facilitate the deﬁnition of log-
ical deductions [1]. The Semantic Web has renewed and increased the interest
in rule-based systems and their development [14].
In order to deﬁne and instantiate ontologies on the Web, the W3C recom-
mended the OWL (Web Ontology Language). The OWL expressiveness may not
be suﬃcient to model all kinds of problems, as several problems need rules in
the Horn-like (IF-THEN) format. To represent this type of rules, in 2004 the
Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) was proposed to the W3C as a recom-
mendation. SWRL complements OWL because it includes a high-level abstract
syntax for Horn-like rules [9]. SWRL rules can be added to an OWL ﬁle as valid
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OWL. Even if SWRL is not a W3C recommendation (standard), it is a popular
language with support in many tools, such as Prote´ge´, Pellet and Hermit1.
As the Semantic Web popularity increases there is an ever-growing number
of ontologies available to be used, leading to diﬃculties in choosing appropriate
ones [12]. In addition, other problems (circularity, redundancy, etc.) may occur
when the integration of these diﬀerent ontologies is needed [1]. To help solve
these problems, inherent to the Semantic Web structure, techniques that help
users to analyze and evaluate ontologies and its rules are needed.
With that in mind, we created a system that helps in this evaluation scenario.
This system includes an OWL ontology, the METAdata description For Ontolo-
gies/Rules (MetaFOR), and a tool to convert any OWL ontology to MetaFOR.
It aims to help OWL/SWRL users in the process of analyzing and evaluating any
OWL ontology. In order to do so, the system converts ontologies to MetaFOR
and applies rules to the resulting metadata to ﬁnd problems. The system pro-
vides default rules to detect a set of problems, known in the literature, but users
can also write their own rules using SWRL. These user rules can detect new or
unusual problems or enforce project-wide speciﬁc conventions in an ontology (or
ontologies).
This system oﬀers two main advantages. The ﬁrst one is to use rules in OWL
and SWRL to identify patterns/problems/anomalies in ontologies. These lan-
guages are well known among users, so that they will ﬁnd no diﬃculties in using
them. The second advantage is that users can choose the patterns/problems/
anomalies that they wish to identify. With the ontology converted to MetaFOR,
users can create their own rules to identify the patterns/problems they are inter-
ested in. Moreover, one can also use other tools and libraries, already available
for OWL ontologies, to extract more information from the MetaFOR format.
For the examples used in this paper, we are going to use the Family Rela-
tionships Ontology (FRO)2 as the ontology being converted to MetaFOR.
2 Related Work
Before developing this system, the authors have conducted a survey in the lit-
erature for works describing systems that identify problems/patterns on OWL
ontologies with/without SWRL rules. This survey showed that such systems
have very limited functionality.
In the ﬁrst system, the authors focus on the detection of anomalies that occur
when rules and ontological deﬁnitions are combined [1]. For instance, an anomaly
detected is the Circularity Between Rules and Taxonomy: it occurs when a head
atom implies some body atom of the same rule. This anomaly occurs because a
consequent predicate is subclass of antecedent predicate. Anomaly identiﬁcation
is done using a language called DATALOG* with a system called DisLog Devel-
opers’ Kit. One drawback of this approach is that semantic web users must learn
the DATALOG* language, and the system that runs it. In addition, in our work,
1 http://clarkparsia.com/pellethttp://hermit-reasoner.com
2 http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege Ontology Library
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metadata is extracted from the ontology and then used by the rules detecting
anomalies that simplify the work of writing them.
Some systems use metrics, in the form of frameworks and guidelines [4,6,11],
to evaluate ontologies. These metrics have to be veriﬁed in the ontologies. They
allow the creation of more consistent ontologies. However, users still have the
need to perform extensive manual veriﬁcation. On the other hand, our system
converts the target ontology to MetaFOR and then checks it automatically. It
even checks some of the guidelines in Gomez-Perez [6].
In Hassanpour et al. [7] and Orlando et al. [10], two diﬀerent methods to
visualize SWRL rules are presented. Hassanpour et al. [7] shows a visualization
technique that creates a rule dependency graph. This method groups graph
nodes into layers, based on their dependencies, clustering nodes within a layer
if they have similar dependencies. Users can then examine patterns of logical
relationships in a rule set. In the other work, Orlando et al. [10] visualize rules
by their similarities (patterns). They use decision trees to group rule atoms
in nodes of the trees. Two methods to cluster SWRL rules are presented in
Orlando et al. [10] and Hassanpour et al. [8]. In the ﬁrst one, the clustering is
based on the occurrence of common atoms [10]. In the second, the clustering
is based on syntactic structure techniques in which two rules are in the same
group if they have common features, such as having the same number of classes,
object properties, data properties, etc [8]. A limitation, of these visualization
and clustering techniques, is that they only use pre-deﬁned similarity patterns;
users cannot add new patterns. In our work, users can build their own rule sets
to ﬁnd patterns in OWL ontologies (and SWRL rules).
Some kinds of redundancy (a problem type in ontologies) may be detected
by the use of some speciﬁc tools [1,13]. But each tool detects only one kind of
problem and the detection is limited to pre-deﬁned problems/patterns. Some
contradiction problems in ontologies can also be detect by a reasoner, but only
if the ontology has individuals instantiated. That is not always the case. Most
reasoners will also not work with big ontologies.
After analyzing these systems, we concluded that each has one or more of
this three deﬁciencies: (i) work only with a limited set of predeﬁned patterns,
(not allowing users to create new ones), (ii) ontology evaluation is done manually
and (iii) use languages that are not familiar to most users in the semantic web
community. To solve these deﬁciencies, our system converts the target ontology
to the MetaFOR ontology (section 3) and then applies rules, written in SWRL,
to ﬁnd problems/patterns in the ontology. Users can also extend these SWRL
rules with their own. To test this approach, a case study (section 4) was created
and analyzed.
3 The MetaFOR Ontology
The ﬁrst step so that users can identify problems in an OWL ontology is to
perform the ontology conversion to the MetaFOR ontology. In this ontology,
all elements (from converted ontologies) considered important for analyses are
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represented. These elements will be discussed in the next sections. We believe
that the current MetaFOR format represents suﬃcient elements, from OWL
ontologies, to be used to identify the most useful patterns in them. At the same
time, it is simple enough to produce ontology representations that are simple
to use when writing pattern detection rules. That has been the case in our
tests writing rules to detect problems, documented in the literature or created
by us.
The MetaFOR ontology separates the OWL ontology elements in three types:
entities, entity relationships and data relationships.
3.1 Entities
Entities represent the ontology entities (classes, properties, datatypes and named
individuals) minus individuals that do not represent SWRL rules, annotation
properties and datatypes. Entities of the ontology being processed are converted
to MetaFOR individuals of the following classes:
– Class: class entities.
– ObjectProperty: object property entities. This class has tree subclasses:
• TransitiveObjectProperty: transitive property entities;
• SymmetricObjectProperty: symmetric property entities;
• FunctionalObjectProperty: functional property entities;
– Rule: rule instance entities.
– Atom: atom instance entities.
– Argument: argument instance entities.
– Cardinality: cardinality instance entities.
• MaxCardinality: cardinality instance entities of Maximum type.
• MinCardinality: cardinality instance entities of Minimum type.
• ExactCardinality: cardinality instance entities of Exact type.
• SomeValuesFromCardinality: cardinality instance entities of Some Values
From type.
• AllValuesFromCardinality: cardinality instance entities of All Values From
type.
For example, an object property entity (from FRO), called hasParent, that rep-
resents the relation between a child and his father in an ontology becomes an
individual of the class ObjectProperty in the MetaFOR. If in this same ontology
there is also a hasAncestor property (maybe a parent property of hasParent), it
becomes an individual of TransitiveObjectProperty.
3.2 Entity Relationships
Entity relationships represents the possible relations between entities in an ontol-
ogy, such as disjoint, equivalent, inverse, etc. They are converted to object prop-
erties in MetaFOR.
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For instance, if the hasParent property entity (from last example) has a
cardinality limiting the number of parents to a maximum of two, the MetaFOR
individual representing it will have a hasCardinality property connecting it to an
anonymous individual of type MaxCardinality. This anonymous individual will
also have a hasCardinalityNumber data property of value 2. The object properties
in MetaFOR represent:
– hasCardinality: cardinality restrictions.
– isDisjoint: disjointness with another class or property.
– hasDomain: the relationship between a property and a domain class.
– hasRange: the relationship between a property and a range class.
– isEquivalent: equivalence with another class or property.
– hasInverse: the relationship between inverse properties.
– hasSuper: the relationship between a subclass and each of its parents, imme-
diate ones or on the hierarchy above.
– hasDirectSuper: the relationship between a subclass and each of its direct
parents.
– hasSub: the inverse of hasSuper.
– hasDirectSub: the inverse of hasDirectSuper.
There are also object properties to represent just relationships between rule
elements:
– hasAntecedentAtom, hasConsequentAtom: the relationship between a rule and
one of its atoms.
– hasPredicate: relationship between an atom and one of its predicates.
– hasArgument, hasFirstArgument, hasSecondArgument: relationship between
an atom and one of its arguments. hasFirstArgument and hasSecondArgument
are hasArgument sub properties. For example, in the atom hasParent(?X,
?Y), X is the ﬁrst argument and Y is the second.
– sameAntecedent, sameConsequent: relationship between two rules stating that
they have, respectively, the same antecedents or consequents. It means that
each atom, in one rule antecedent (or consequent), is equal or equivalent to
another atom in the other rule antecedent (or consequent).
– subsumes: relationship between two rules where the antecedent of the ﬁrst
subsumes the antecedent of the second. If rule A subsumes rule B, it means
that all atoms in B’s antecedent exist in A’s antecedent but A’s antecedent
has atoms not contained in B’s. The system also checks if they are used as
built-ins as greaterThanOrEqual, lessThanOrEqual, among others.
It is possible to implement the last three relationships as SWRL built-ins and
leave them to be deﬁned as part of the rules detecting speciﬁc problems. However,
many reasoners (including Hermit) and rule engines do not work with built-ins,
so it was decided to deﬁne them as part of the ontology and as a relationship
that a converter program must generate.
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3.3 Data Relationships
Data relationships are just MetaFOR data properties used to save some key
information about the ontology being converted. For instance, in the previous
example, the anonymous individual (representing hasParent cardinality) had a
hasCardinalityNumber data property of value 2.
These data properties are added to individuals of the MetaFOR ontology to
inform:
– hasCardinalityNumber: numerical values of the cardinality (to Cardinality indi-
viduals).
– hasInstancesNumber: the number of individuals belonging to a class;
– isLeaf: that the represented entity does not have a sub entity (boolean). For
example, if a class has no subclasses;
– usedInRestrictions: that the represented entity is used in any restriction in
the ontology (boolean);
– usedInRules: that the represented entity is used in at least one rule (boolean);
3.4 Converter
The ﬁrst step to identify problems in OWL ontologies (and/or SWRL rules) is
to perform the conversion of the ontology to MetaFOR format (sections 3.1, 3.2
and 3.3). We have created a program, in Java, for this conversion.
To show an example of conversion, the FRO ontology was converted to
MetaFOR. Figure 1 shows some individuals of the resulting conversion, using
the Prote´ge´ tool [5]. In it, the instance URI1 Child, which represents the class
Child of the original ontology, is selected. It is an instance of class Class. The URI
of URI1 Child is generated by the converter that has to manage name spaces to
avoid name collisions. Ontologies can use many base URIs (specially when mul-
tiple ontologies are integrated).
Figure 1 also shows the object properties of URI1 Child. This instance has
hasSuper relations with the instances URI1 Person, URI1 Relative and URI0
owl Thing (representing classes Person, Relative and owl:Thing), but a has-
DirectSuper relation only with URI1 Relative. The ﬁgure also shows the data
properties of the instance: they inform that the class Child, represented by this
instance, is not used in any rule or restriction, does not have any instances and
is not a leaf class.
In order to create the converter, we used the OWL API3 and Java. The
Prote´ge´ ontology editor4 is used to view the converted ontologies. After an ontol-
ogy is converted to MetaFOR, sets of rules can be used to ﬁnd problems with
it. In the next section, we show a case study where rule sets are used to ﬁnd
ontology problems.
3 The OWL API: http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/
4 Prote´ge´: http://protege.stanford.edu/
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Fig. 1. Result of conversion
4 Case Study
In this section, we show a case study where we were able to detect 9 problems,
described in the literature [4,6,11], and two user deﬁned ones in modiﬁed versions
of the FRO ontology. Each subsection presents a problem (using the FRO), a rule
(or rules) to ﬁnd it and an explanation of the rule action. Normally, these types
of problems may occur during the integration of diﬀerent ontologies. However,
to make the examples easy to understand, only the FRO ontology is used and
problematic axioms/rules are inserted into it. It is important to highlight that
some of the problems shown may seem straightforward (when using a simple
ontology, such as the FRO), but one has to keep in mind that they may occur
in a big ontology, where it is diﬃcult to keep track of the many entities on it, or
involve problematic classes or properties distant in the hierarchy.
To identify the problems, SWRL rules are going to be used. But other rule
languages could have been used like, for instance, SPARQL 1.1. We preferred
SWRL because its syntax is more compact. To execute the SWRL rules, we used
Prote´ge´ 4.3 and the Hermit 1.3.8 and Pellet reasoners available in it.
This case study is divided in three problem types: circularity, contradictory
knowledge and redundant knowledge.
4.1 Circularity Problems
Circular problems occur when a class is deﬁned as a specialization or general-
ization of itself [1,6]. Circular problems have a severe impact in reasoner per-
formance [1]. In this subsection, one circularity problem is presented, it occurs
between properties.
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Problems in Properties. The circular properties problem occurs in ontologies
in which there are two inverse properties that have the same or equivalent domain
and the same or equivalent range [1]. In order to identify this problem, we have
created the following SWRL rule:
hasInverse(?p1, ?p2), hasDomain(?p1, ?d1), hasDomain(?p2, ?d2),
isEquivalent(?d1, ?d2), hasRange(?p1, ?r1), hasRange(?p2, ?r2),
isEquivalent(?r1, ?r2) ->
Circular_Properties(?p1), Circular_Properties(?p2)
With this rule two properties were found in FRO: hasChild and hasParent,
represented by the URI1 hasChild and URI1 hasParent individuals (classiﬁed as
instances of the Circular Properties class). The properties have the range equal to
domain (Person) and this ontology does not have more speciﬁc classes that could
represent the domain and range. In this knowledge domain, these properties do
not represent a problem, but in other ontologies that could be a problem. Users
will have to decide if this is a problem or not. If a user wants to check only
the properties that have diﬀerent ranges and domains, it is necessary to add
DiﬀerentFrom(?d1, ?r1) to the rule antecedent. This is an important advantage
of this system; users can reconﬁgure its rules to identify what they need.
4.2 Problems with Contradictory Knowledge
Contradictory knowledge is another important type of problem regarding ontolo-
gies [1]. These kinds of problems can occur of two ways: the ﬁrst situation creates
inconsistent assertions in the ontology and in the second, the assertions will never
be created because of the contradiction. In this subsection, ﬁve Contradictory
Knowledge problems are presented.
Contradicting Rules. Contradicting Rules problems occur when two rules
have the same or equivalent antecedent atoms and a two of their consequent
atoms (one in each rule) are disjoint. To test this case, we added this rule to
FRO: Person(?x), Woman(?y), hasChild(?x, ?y) -> hasSon(?x, ?y). It gener-
ates a contradiction with the rule: Person(?x), Woman(?y), hasChild(?x, ?y) ->
hasDaughter(?x, ?y). During the FRO conversion to MetaFOR, sameAntecedent
relations were created when appropriate. With this in mind, it is possible to
create a rule that identiﬁes this problem, which is deﬁned as follows.
sameAntecedents(?r1, ?r2), hasConsequentAtom(?r1, ?c1),
hasConsequentAtom(?r2, ?c2), hasPredicate(?c1, ?p1),
hasPredicate(?c2, ?p2), isDisjoint(?p1, ?p2) ->
Contradicting_Rules(?r1)
After this rule ﬁres, the instances URI0 Rule 2 and URI0 Rule 7, which represent
the rules we added to FRO, are asserted as being instances of class Contradict-
ing Rules (subclass of Problems), as show in ﬁgure 2.
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Fig. 2. Contradicting rules problem detected in the two rules
Figure 3 shows the structure of the URI0 Rule 2 instance. The instance has
four atoms, three in the antecedent and one in the consequent. One of this atoms,
URI0 Rule 2 Person ∼x, represents the atom Person(?x). To generate this unique
URI (to avoid name conﬂicts): The ﬁrst part is the rule name URI0 Rule 2,
the second part is the predicate Person and the last part the argument ∼x
(the three parts are separated by underscore). The URI of the others three
atoms are generated in the same way.
Fig. 3. Rule structure in MetaFOR
Figure 4 shows the structure of the URI0 Rule 2 hasChild ∼x∼y individual.
It has a predicate URI1 hasChild and two argument ∼x and ∼y. The predicate
URI1 hasChild is an instance of ObjectProperty and represents the hasChild object
property (from FRO).
Fig. 4. Atom structure in MetaFOR
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Partition Error in Taxonomy. The Partition Error in Taxonomy occurs
when an incorrect combination of disjoint and derives relations happens. For
instance, when two disjoint classes have the same subclass. If the subclasses
are direct ones, the inconsistence is easier, but, if they happen to be down on
the hierarchy, it can be far more diﬃcult to ﬁnd. To create such an error on the
FRO, a FatherMother class was added to it as a subclass of Father and Mother
(which are disjoint). To identify this problem, we create the following SWRL
rule:
isDisjoint(?c1, ?c2), hasSub(?c1, ?cf), hasSub(?c2, ?cf) ->
Partition_Error_in_Taxonomy(?cf)
It is important to point out that DL reasoners can ﬁnd this kind of error, but,
if the ontology is big, they do not work or take a long time to ﬁnish [3].
Incompatible Rule Antecedent. The Incompatible Rule Antecedent error
happens when there is an incompatibility among antecedent atoms [1]. A disjoint
in two predicate atoms that are from the same rule antecedent can be detected
as the cause for this problem, as long as the atoms use the same variables.
To test this kind of error, we added to FRO a rule with hasChild(?a, ?b) and
hasParent(?a, ?b) in the antecedent which is a disjoint combination (the two
properties have been declared disjoint). Therefore this rule will never ﬁre, as
it is impossible to an individual to have a parent and a child corresponding to
the same instance. This is a very hard to ﬁnd error as it may not aﬀect the
ﬁnal interference result. But this condition should be identiﬁed because nobody
deﬁnes rules with the intent that they never ﬁre. In order to identify this problem,
it was necessary to create two diﬀerent rules. The ﬁrst one treats disjoint classes
and the second disjoint properties:
hasAntecedentAtom(?r, ?a1), hasAntecedentAtom(?r, ?a2),
hasPredicate(?a1, ?p1), hasPredicate(?a2, ?p2),
isDisjoint(?p1, ?p2), Class(?p1),
hasFirstArgument(?a1, ?var), hasFirstArgument(?a2, ?var) ->
Incompatible_Rule_Antecedent(?r)
hasAntecedentAtom(?r, ?a1), hasAntecedentAtom(?r, ?a2),
hasPredicate(?a1, ?p1), hasPredicate(?a2, ?p2),
isDisjoint(?p1, ?p2),
hasFirstArgument(?a1, ?var1), hasFirstArgument(?a2, ?var1),
hasSecondArgument(?a1, ?var2), hasSecondArgument(?a2, ?var2) ->
Incompatible_Rule_Antecedent(?r)
Self-Contradicting Rule. Similar to the last problem, in the Self-
Contradicting Rule problem there are is a disjointness incompatibility between
two atoms, but this time one is in the antecedent and the other in the conse-
quent. Diﬀerently from the previous one, this problem can generate inconsistent
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results if not ﬁxed. To test this kind of error, we added to FRO a rule with
hasChild(?a, ?b) and hasParent(?a, ?b), one in the antecedent and the other
in the consequent, which forms a disjoint combination (the two properties have
been declared disjoint). The rules, created to identify this problem, are also simi-
lar to the previous section. The only diﬀerence being that hasAntecedentAtom(?r,
?a2) was replaced to hasConsequentAtom(?r, ?a2):
hasAntecedentAtom(?r, ?a1), hasConsequentAtom(?r, ?a2),
hasPredicate(?a1, ?p1), hasPredicate(?a2, ?p2),
isDisjoint(?p1, ?p2), Class(?p1),
hasFirstArgument(?a1, ?var), hasFirstArgument(?a2, ?var) ->
Self_Contradicting_Rule(?r)
hasAntecedentAtom(?r, ?a1), hasConsequentAtom(?r, ?a2),
hasPredicate(?a1, ?p1), hasPredicate(?a2, ?p2),
isDisjoint(?p1, ?p2),
hasFirstArgument(?a1, ?var1), hasFirstArgument(?a2, ?var1),
hasSecondArgument(?a1, ?var2), hasSecondArgument(?a2, ?var2) ->
Self_Contradicting_Rule(?r)
Multiple Functional Properties. Multiple Functional Properties problems
happens because functional properties can only have one value for each instance
[1], but it is possible, for a user, to deﬁne a minimum or a maximum cardinality
restriction that is greater than 1. That generates contradictory knowledge. In this
case study, a functional object property was added to FRO called hasMarital-
Status with maximum cardinality restriction equal 2, in order to demonstrate
this problem. To perform the identiﬁcation of this problem, the following SWRL
rule was created:
FunctionalObjectProperty(?x), hasCardinality(?x, ?c),
MaxCardinality(?c), hasCardinalityNumber(?c, 2) ->
Multiple_Functional_Properties(?x)
This rule identiﬁes only functional object properties with maximum cardi-
nality restriction equal to 2. If users want to make the rule more generic,
they can replace hasCardinalityNumber(?c, 2) for hasCardinalityNumber(?c, ?cn),
greaterThan (?cn, 2). We have run this this example using a reasoner that sup-
ports SWRL built-ins (Pellet).
4.3 Redundant Knowledge
Redundant Knowledge is generated when adding an assertion that is already
deﬁned or that can be inferred by another assertion. It is a problem hard to ﬁnd
because it does not aﬀect the ﬁring of the rules. However, it does point out to
ﬂaws in the knowledge base design that can become real problems as the base
changes over time. In this subsection, three redundant knowledge problems are
presented:
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Redundant Implication of Transitivity. When a transitive property P is
deﬁned, P(x, y) and P(y, z) are suﬃcient for a reasoner to infer P(x, z). A
Redundant Implication of Transitivity happens when a rule has at least three
properties, nominated here as P1, P2 and P3, that are equivalent and transi-
tive and it uses P1 and P2 to assert P3: P1(?x, ?y), P2(?y, ?z), ... -> P3(?x,
?z). Although not incorrect, this rule is not necessary because the reasoner can
already infer P3.
In this case study, as hasSibling was already deﬁned as transitive in FRO and
we just added to it the rule: hasSibling(?x, ?y), hasSibling(?y, ?z), DiﬀerentFrom
(?x, ?z) -> hasSibling(?x, ?z). The SWRL rule to identify this problem is the
following:
hasAntecedentAtom(?r, ?a1), hasAntecedentAtom(?r, ?a2),
hasConsequentAtom(?r, ?c), hasPredicate(?a1, ?p1),
hasPredicate(?a2, ?p2), hasPredicate(?c, ?p3),
hasEquivalent(?p1, ?p2), hasEquivalent(?p1, ?p3),
hasFirstArgument(?a1, ?arg1), hasSecondArgument(?a1, ?arg2),
hasFirstArgument(?a2, ?arg2), hasSecondArgument(?a2, ?arg3),
hasFirstArgument(?c, ?arg1), hasSecondArgument(?c, ?arg3),
TransitiveObjectProperty(?p1)->
Redundant_Implication_of_Transitivity(?r)
We assume that all MetaFOR entities are equivalents to themselves. In other
words, all entities X have hasEquivalent(X, X).
Redundant Implication of Symmetry. A symmetry property P deﬁnes that
if there is P(x, y), the reasoner can infer P(y, x). A Redundant Implication
of Symmetry occurs when a rule uses two properties P1 and P2, which are
equivalent and symmetric, to assert: P1(?x, ?y), ... -> P2(?y, ?x). The reasoner
can already infer this consequent. To demonstrate this kind of problem, we add
a rule, to FRO, with hasSibling(?x, ?y) in the antecedent and hasSibling(?y, ?x)
in the consequent. To identify the problem, we create the SWRL rule:
hasAntecedentAtom(?r, ?a), hasConsequentAtom(?r, ?c),
hasPredicate(?a, ?p1), hasPredicate(?c, ?p2),
isEquivalent(?p1, ?p2),
hasFirstArgument(?a, ?arg2), hasSecondArgument(?a, ?arg1),
hasFirstArgument(?c, ?arg1), hasSecondArgument(?c, ?arg2),
SymmetricObjectProperty(?p1) ->
Redundant_Implication_of_Symmetry(?r)
Rule Subsumption. This problem occurs when a rule antecedent can be fully
mapped to another rule antecedent and their consequents are the same. To
demonstrate this, the following two rules were added to FRO:
– Person(?p), hasAge(?p, ?a), greaterThan(?a, 18) -> isAdult(?p, true)
– Person(?p), hasAge(?p, ?a), greaterThan(?a, 21) -> isAdult(?p, true)
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To identify this problem, we create the following SWRL rule:
subsumes(?r1, ?r2), sameAntecedents(?r1, ?r2) ->
Rule_Subsumption(?r1), Rule_Subsumption(?r2)
4.4 Two Possible User Scenarios
Besides the 9 problems, documented in the literature, that we showed this tech-
nique could detect, we also include two anomalies that could have been added
by users. This class of anomalies does not have to be real errors or problems,
but constructs that users, for some reason, do not want in their ontology. For
instance, a project may have an agreed upon format to represent knowledge that
users want to enforce in the whole ontology.
As examples of use, we present two diﬀerent scenarios that can be of interest
to users, along with the rules that can be applied in each case (in a way similar
to what was described in previous sections).
Useless Inheritance Scenario. In this scenario, a user found an ontology for
a domain he is interested. He evaluated this ontology, added all instances he
needed and created rules to classify its instances. After that, the user decides
to analyze the ontology and the inferences made. He wants to ﬁnd classes or
properties that are not used in instances or in restriction and that are in a
subclass or sub property cascade. He wants to ﬁnd these classes or properties
because he wants to analyze them and delete the ones that are not really useful
for his application.
In order to do that, this user converts the ontology to MetaFOR and writes a
rule that identiﬁes this pattern. He decides to try using three classes/properties
in cascade and creates the rule:
hasDirectSuper(?a, ?b), hasDirectSuper(?b, ?c),
hasInstancesNumber(?b, 0), usedInRestrictions(?b, false) ->
ClassToEliminate(?b)
He then ﬁnds the entities he is looking for. The user should not have problems
writing those rules if he understands how to use SWRL and how the MetaFOR
map is done, for this reason we kept it simple.
Class with Low Use. In this scenario, a user built and evaluated his own
ontology, adding instances and creating rules to classify instances in diﬀerent
classes. Afterwards, he wants to analyze the inference results. In this scenario,
the user wants to know which classes have less than 7 instances or more than 100
instances. He wants to have an idea of class usage so he can reﬁne its model. The
classes the user is interested in are subclasses of Classiﬁcations. So, he converts
his ontology to MetaFOR and writes two rules that will identify this pattern:
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hasDirectSuper(?x, URI1_Classifications),
hasInstancesNumber(?x, ?xn), lessThan(?xn, 7) ->
ClassToAnalyze(?x)
hasDirectSuper(?x, URI1_Classifications),
hasInstancesNumber(?x, ?xn), greaterThan(?xn, 100) ->
ClassToAnalyze(?x)
After running the rules, he can use a tool, such as Prote´ge´, and ﬁnd all detected
classes classiﬁed as instances of ClassToAnalize. By converting his ontology to
MetaFOR and writing two simple rules, the process of pattern identiﬁcation is
greatly facilitated.
The methodology being proposed here provides users with the possibility to
focus more their eﬀorts on the understanding of the generated results, rather
than having to search manually the ontology.
5 Conclusions
This paper presents a technique to ﬁnd problems that occur in ontologies and
rules. This technique relies in an ontology that represents information (metadata)
about OWL ontologies, called MetaFOR, to convert an ontology to instances of
MetaFOR using an automatic converter. Once an ontology is in this new format,
rules can be applied to it to ﬁnd problems or usage patterns.
We demonstrated that using this technique it is possible to develop a pro-
totype and rules capable to detect 9 problems (documented in the literature)
related to ontologies and rules. We also showed two scenarios in which users could
write their own rules, in SWRL, to expand the system to work with new prob-
lems unique to their particular domain needs. Most ontology errors, of course,
are going to be problems in domain modeling that a set of domain-independent
rules are not going to detect. It is one of the main goals of this project that
users be able to write their own rule sets to identify patterns/problems in their
speciﬁc ontology domains.
As a limitation of this case study, we inserted the problems the system
detected. It would be more convincing to detect problems in real ontologies,
but it would be more diﬃcult to explain them. As a future work, we are going
to test this system using a set of real world ontologies, such as the ones available
at Bioportal5
The two major advantages of this technique are (i) the use of OWL and
SWRL, two popular languages among ontologists, to identify patterns/problems
in ontologies, and (ii) the fact that users can expand the system themselves
creating new rules to identify patterns they are interested in. Also, SWRL is not
the only language that can be used. Once an ontology is converted to MetaFOR,
any rule language that works with OWL can be used, including SPARQL 1.1.
It means that even very big ontology, not supported by reasoners today, can be
5 http://bioportal.bioontology.org.
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loaded in triple stores and tested. That will be tested in future research. Another
important direction will be to provide visualization, for the reported problems/
patterns, so users can more easily ﬁnd solutions to them.
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